This digital-only single features Ohmega Watts teaming up with Lex Records recording artist Jneiro Jarel and see’s their “Eyes and Ears” collab get an exclusive remix by Clutchy Hopkins. Also included is an instrumental version of the mix, and a 10+ minute live performance with Ohmega Watts and DJ Bombay ripping things up for WUAG in North Carolina.

The release of this digi-single is timed with the release of a video for “Eyes and Ears” which features Watts in back to school mode!

Clutchy Hopkins completely switches up the track to his style – it’s laid back but nasty, with live keys and a koto adding a nice twist to the original vibe. The instrumental sounds like pure Clutchy! On the live medley Watts rapidly makes his way though many tracks from his back catalog, assisted by the manic turntablism of DJ Bombay. This improvised live session was recorded on the spot at WUAG radio in North Carolina.

Ohmega Watts “Eyes and Ears” ft. Jneiro Jarel and Shape Of Broad Minds (Clutchy Hopkins mix) b/w “Live From North Carolina”

3. Ohmega Watts “Live From North Carolina” (10:50)